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Abstract

Designed by star architect of Moshes Safdie, Raffles City Chongqing includes a total of 6 mega high-rise towers 250 to 380
m tall, a sky conservatory, a 5-storey high shopping mall and a 3-storey basement car parking. Located at the confluence of
the Yangtze and Jailing Rivers, the site for the project is imbued with a significance that is immediately symbolic, both as a
sign of Chongqing’s important past and as a vivid indicator of the city’s thriving present and future. The design for the project
to be situated at this gateway takes as its governing idea the image of powerful sails upon the water. The outer facades of the
project’s eight towers — the transparent surfaces that will face the water to the north — are meant to recall a fleet of ancient
Chinese ships, with their huge rectangles of white canvas filled by the wind. This is a 1.13 million m2 mega scale integrated
project of office, retail, hotel, service residence and high-end residence with the transportation hub and traffic circulation at
various levels of the project. This paper presents the multi-dimensional hybrid design, engineering and construction of this mega
scale project. The innovations and the cutting-edge technology used in this project are introduced and discussed benchmarking
the design and construction of the skyscraper cluster in a major city like Chongqing of China.
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1. Introduction

Located at the confluence of the Yangtze and Jailing

Rivers, the site for Raffles City Chongqing is imbued

with a significance that is immediately symbolic, both as

a sign of Chongqing’s important past and as a vivid indi-

cator of the city’s thriving present and future. As perhaps

the foremost of Chongqing’s traditional city gates (the

Chaotian Gate, or “gate to heaven”), where emperors car-

ried out the ceremonies of diplomatic greeting, it has long

been a historical landmark. As the city’s initial dock area

on the Yangtze, it also represents the great tradition of the

shipping highway, which has stoked this major inland

city’s development from its beginning and now drives its

evolution as one of China’s most important modern cities.

The site is a true gateway - between eras, and between

cultural identities.

The design for the multi-use project to be situated at

this gateway takes as its governing idea the image of

powerful sails upon the water as shown in Fig. 1. The

outer facades of the project’s eight towers − the transparent

surfaces that will face the water to the north − are meant

to recall a fleet of ancient Chinese ships, with their huge

rectangles of white canvas filled by the wind. The curved

surfaces and the placement of the towers in a prow-like

arc create a sense of dynamic motion − implying a great

city surging forward, with keen recognition of its commer-

cial heritage on the water. This image is recognizable in

its simplicity, yet iconic in its form. In addition to serving

as an outward facing gateway symbol, the project also has

a strong creative presence as the apex of the city’s penin-

sula. The south facing facades − the inside of the arc of

towers − look back to the city in a gently embracing way,
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Figure 1. Raffles City Chongqing.
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covered by green hanging gardens that meet the ground at

a podium roof level that is itself a green amphitheater

“park” of gardens, pools, and public circulation. This park-

like area is gently sloped to rise to the north, optimizing

views to the water through space between the towers −

which will house residences, offices, and a hotel and

maximizing views of the project itself from the city. This

is a 1.13 million m2 mega scale integrated project of office,

retail, hotel, service residence and high-end residence

with the transportation hub and traffic circulation at vari-

ous levels of the project. This paper presents the multi-

dimensional hybrid design, engineering and construction

of this project. The innovations and the cutting-edge tech-

nology used in this project are also introduced and dis-

cussed benchmarking the design and construction of the

skyscraper cluster in a mega city like Chongqing.

2. Multi-dimensional Design and Planning

The project was carefully planned multi-dimensionally

to accommodate the multi-purpose human and vehicle

traffic and functions at various levels through the project

as shown in Fig. 2. Underneath the park level, the podium

consists of five levels of public program (200,000 m2),

including retail and cultural facilities, as well as hubs for

land and water transportation (there are 168,000 m2 devo-

ted to transportation and parking).

Major existing thoroughfares of the city cut into this

terminal block from the south, creating further retail

“streets” and grand arcades, and providing a strong, fluid

overall fusing of the project to the city. Likewise, the har-

bor-side areas will include not only ferry docking but also

landscaped boardwalks, with exterior retail establishments,

which will extend public use of the project to the harbor.

The flow of transportation into the entire project is care-

fully but simply executed, at several levels: busses, trains,

cars, boats, and ferries all have direct access, with easy

circulation to stores and cultural venues, housing, offices,

and the hotel.

The two central towers, directly facing the rivers’ con-

vergence to the north, are the project’s tallest structures

(348 meters above flood plain; 80 floors each), with the

central axis of the project proceeding back from between

them, toward the city. Tucked immediately within the two

tallest towers, extending the arc, are four shorter towers

(each with 62 floors), across which runs an exterior, con-

necting garden that hovers 248 meters in the air. In addi-

tion to linking these four towers − two of which are office

space (196,000 m2), two of which are residential, and this

garden echoes the amphitheater park far below and creates

a dramatic viewing platform that optimizes this site’s

unique views back to the rest of Chongqing. Within the

garden level’s hull is a full floor of hotel lobby and rela-

ted functions. Above are the garden and pool amenities.

The lobby connects to the uppermost floors of the two

tallest twin towers, each of whose highest 34 floors house

hotel guestrooms with striking views of Chongqing. The

remaining two (freestanding) towers, which complete the

prow-like arc of eight, are residential, each 57 floors tall

making for a project total of 302,000 m2 of prime living

units. The location and orientation of these two towers

allow for maximum views, and for the best use of sun-

light. As with the four other “shorter” towers, its south-

facing units have hanging gardens that provide a lush

green appearance to the city.

3. Hybrid Engineering System

The design and construction of high-rise buildings in

China require a rigorous consideration on the impact of

Figure 2. Multi-dimensional planning and design.
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winds and earthquakes. In the current national seismic

design codes (MHURD, 2010 and 2011), performance-

base design approaches are introduced, which requires the

structurally complex building to meet the corresponding

stringent requirements under earthquakes with exceeding

rates of 63%, 10% and 2-3% respectively. ‘Dual system’

requirements also need to be met for tall buildings in

many circumstances. Wind is another concern for many

coastal cities, where the typhoon is normally an issue. The

structural engineer normally faces the double challenges

of extreme loads from both wind and earthquakes, and

needs to keep the overall structural and spatial efficiency

in the meantime. Energy dispersing devices, like dampers

and isolating bearings, are getting popular in high-rise

buildings to enhance the overall structural performance

under disastrous loads, instead of putting in additional

steel and concrete material and making the overall struc-

ture trunky and costly.

3.1. Intrisic Engineering of Conservatory

The engineering design of conservatory in Raffles City

Chongqing allows for the semi-continuous connection

between the conservatory decking structures and four of

the tower structures below. Fig. 3(a) shows the overall

structural configuration. Friction pendulum bearings

(FPBs) are adopted between the decking structures and

supporting tower structures. A friction coefficient of 5%

is chosen after the detailed consultation with the FPB sup-

pliers. FPBs work with viscous dampers and disperse the

seismic energy on the occurrence of various levels of earth-

quakes and relative movement between the tower and the

conservatory. The overall engineering design also innova-

tively utilizes the mass of the conservatory to disperse the

seismic energy and control the lateral deflection of the

tower structures, as such a ‘mass damping’ mechanism is

facilitated. Fig. 3(b) shows the overall effectiveness of

such ‘mass damping’ effect on the base shear onto towers

at various levels of earthquake. Generally, a 35 to 40% of

the base shear is reduced due to this innovative configura-

tion between the conservatory and tower structures, which

leads to significant saving in building materials in col-

umns and core walls. The SRC structural moment frame

together with the core wall system is adopted for all of

the 250 m towers in Raffles City Chongqong. The struc-

tural design of the project tackled multiple structural irre-

gularities in an Intensity 6.5 seismic zone of Chongqing.

Shaking table tests were conducted on the linked tow-

ers to verify the effectiveness of ‘mass damping’ mech-

anism and the structural adequacy of the buildings under

moderate to extreme earthquakes (Wang 2016). Fig. 4

show the test set-up under various levels of earthquakes,

while Fig. 3(b) shows the bearing details adopted in the

physical model with a scale of 1:25. The purpose of

earthquake simulation shaking table test was to verify the

rationality of design calculation and structural provisions,

and in the meantime, provided guidance on the necessary

further strengthening at particular weak portion spotted.

Total self-weight of the model, shaking deck and counter-

weight is 252 tons. In the view of the load capacities of

the shakers, four towers are placed on a total of two sha-

kers generating simultaneous earthquakes from various

directions and at multiple magnitudes. The materials with

suitable elastic modulus and strength were chosen to pro-

duce the physical model. The concrete material was mod-

elled with mortar of the corresponding strength grades,

while steel wire was adopted to simulate the steel reinfor-

cements. The encased steel sections were simulated with

welded steel angles. The tests were conducted up to a dis-

astrous earthquake with an Intensity 6.5 as per the China

Figure 3. Intrinsically engineering system for conserva-
tory.
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Seismic Code (MHURD, 2010). The structural design of

the tower was proved to be generally sound under various

levels of earthquakes.

3.2. Damped hybrid outrigger system

An innovative type of steel-concrete hybrid outrigger

truss is also developed in two mega high-rise towers of

380 m tall in Raffles City Chongqing (Wang 2015), in

which the steel truss is embedded into the reinforced

concrete outrigger wall as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).

Both the steel truss and concrete outrigger wall works

compositely to enhance the overall structural performance

of the tower structures under extreme loads. Meanwhile,

metal dampers were also adopted as a ‘fuse’ device bet-

ween the hybrid outrigger and the mega column. The

dampers are designed to be ‘scarified’ and yielded first

under moderate to severe earthquakes in order to protect

the structural integrity of important structural components

of the hybrid outrigger. As such, no brittle failure happens

in reinforced concrete portion of the hybrid outrigger sys-

tem. Fig. 5(c) shows the numerical simulation of the hyb-

rid outrigger system under earthquakes through a general

structural engineering software, namely ETABS (2010).

The design may allow the contractor to break through the

critical path of the tedious wedding on the steel outrigger

truss in the refugee floors, and shoot the core first by lea-

ving the construction joints between the core and the out-

rigger walls. This helps to shorten the overall construc-

tion period of the tower. As per verification tests, the

Figure 4. Shaking table test on linked towers.

Figure 5. Damped hybrid outrigger system.
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metal dampers work effectively under Level 2 and Level

3 earthquakes and enhance the overall structural perform-

ance. Both finite element modelling and physical compo-

nent tests were conducted to verify the effectiveness of

the hybrid outrigger system. Fig. 6a shows the overall test

set up and load deflection curves under cyclic actions. The

hybrid outrigger system exhibits sufficient ductility under

seismic actions with the effective protection for the ‘fuse’

devise of low yield steel metal dampers.

3.3. Advanced component and system study

Both the key component and overall system studies

were conducted on the proposed hybrid outrigger system,

which reveal the detailed structural response under vari-

ous levels of monotonic and quasi-static cyclic loads as

shown in Fig. 6. Various international codes of practice on

composite structures and connections are referenced thr-

ough the test (BSI 2005; AISC 2005; SCI & BCSA 2002).

Particular attention was typically given to the following

aspects throughout the investigation:

- Load carrying capacity and deformation characteristics;

- Stress distribution and concentration;

- Connection energy dispersion capacities; and

- Typical failure modes and damage locations.

3.3.1. Component test on hybrid outrigger arm

Two specimens of hybrid outrigger arms are tested

under monotonic and quasi-static cyclic loads respectively

comprising of the steel bracing, the embedded steel sec-

tion and the concrete outrigger wall. Various key struc-

tural responses including load-deformation characteristics,

development of stress in steel members and the growth of

cracks in concrete were observed and studied. This gives

valuable insight into the load deformation characteristics

and damage mechanism of the hybrid outrigger arm under

both monotonic and quasi-static cyclic loads. No low-

yield steel damper was included in this group of physical

tests.

3.3.2. System study on hybrid outrigger system with steel

damper

This group of tests studies the performance of the over-

all hybrid outrigger system including both the low-yield

steel damper and the hybrid outrigger arm as connected to

the column and the core wall. The load-deformation cha-

racteristics under both monotonic and quasi-static cyclic

loads were studied and examined in details, and the dam-

age and the failure mode at various key component of the

hybrid outrigger system were also investigated.

For the monotonic loading tests, each load step is init-

ially set to be 5% of the estimated overall load carrying

capacity, and refined to 2.5% near the failure of the speci-

men. A pre-load of 15% of the estimated load carrying

capacity is applied in order to ensure a directly hard con-

tact of the loading cell and the specimen. For quasi-static

cyclic loading tests, the displacement control approach is

adopted with the applied displacement of ±Δy/2, ±Δy,

±2Δy, ±3Δy, ±4Δy, ±6Δy, where Δy is the displacement

at the first yield of the steel connection. The loading pro-

tocol ensures a suitable preloading and sufficient applied

Figure 6. Study on damped hybrid outrigger system.
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displacements to test the overall ductility of the compos-

ite connection in the meantime. The test methods and pro-

cedures stated in ASTM (2011) and Lou & Wang (2015)

are also considered.

3.3.3. Numerical modelling

Three-dimensional finite element models were also pro-

posed with the incorporation of both geometrical and mat-

erial non-lieanrities under monotonic loads. A general fin-

ite element analyses package, namely ABAQUS (2014),

was adopted. As such, the load-deformation characteris-

tics of the outrigger system at both elastic and large defor-

mation plastic stages can be captured properly. Various

structural performances were studied and calibrated inc-

luding load carrying capacities, load-deformation curves

and stress distribution and concentration, etc.

Fig. 6(b) is the results of the three-dimensional finite

element simulation. It also demonstrated the sufficient

ductility at the ‘fuse’ device while the cracks in the conc-

rete outrigger wall are well controlled even under the

action from the severe earthquake. It was also demonstra-

ted that both the steel bracing and concrete outrigger wall

are able to work compositely with the low-yield steel

damper and exhibits both good load carrying capacities

and energy dispersion performance through the test prog-

ram. The studies provide detailed structural understand-

ing towards such new type of outrigger system. It has the

potential to be applied and enhance the overall structural

performance of the high-rise structures under extreme

levels of loads. More analytical and numerical investiga-

tion was also conducted and calibrated for the establish-

ment of the parametric studies and new design rules of

such new hybrid outrigger system.

4. Smart Construction and Logistic Man-
agement

The construction and logistics management of the proj-

ect is highly complex and multi-dimensional at various

levels of working platforms and vehicle accessibility. The

working force was mobilized at various parts of the pro-

jects and interfering multi-disciplinarily. Careful planning

of the site construction activities, transportation and stor-

age of building materials is the key towards the success-

ful and timely execution of the project up to such scale.

Fig. 7 is the different types of digital technology innova-

tively practiced through the whole process of the project

ranging from project scheduling and planning, construc-

tion collaboration and interfacing management, site safety

and quality management as well as virtual design and con-

struction. As such, both the construction efficiency and

accuracy can be achieved.

4.1. Virtual planning and construction

Building information modelling (BIM) was adopted,

whose function is further extended to conduct the virtual

construction and logistics planning over the site at various

phases of the construction. Daily site construction monit-

oring is conducted through the digital scanning from no-

man air-born vehicles (NAVs) on the dynamics of the site

logistics and storage layout as shown in Fig. 8. The scan-

ned image is compared with the site planning BIM model

Figure 7. Digitized construction management.

Figure 8. Site planning and monitoring.
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for further analyses and any necessary correction action

needed.

Virtual construction was also conducted based on the

BIM technology on both tower structures and sky conser-

vatory. The key component of structural, M&E, façade

works, tower cranes and construction platform were mod-

elled for an accurate simulation of construction cycle and

erection speed. In the meantime, any dynamic confliction

among the erection of various types of works at limited

space can also be detected and avoided through this det-

ailed planning of the construction sequence. Fig. 9 is part

of the vertical construction simulation for towers, while

Fig. 10 is the horizontal construction and erection simula-

tion of the sky conservatory.

The tailor shape of the project also demands a seamless

design and construction integration between the main

structure and building façade. This is achieved through

the integrated building information modelling and clash

detection of integrated structure-façade model. The same

integrated model and its geometrical information are used

for the fabrication of both the structural steel and façade

panels. Fig. 11 shows such an integrated model. As such,

a higher level of accuracy can be achieved during the on-

site erection of both structural and façade works.

4.2. As-built information management

It is important to manage the as-built information of

various parts of works, which may impact the accuracy

and quality of the sequential construction works. As such,

three-dimensional scanning technology was adopted in

Raffles City Chongqing, which scan the geometrical infor-

mation for finished structural and steel works and incor-

porated into the established building information models.

As such, the deviation of the civil construction from the

designed geometry can be tracked timely, and any nece-

ssary correction works can be conducted to control both

the headroom and installation accuracy of the sequential

works.

Fig. 12 shows one of the typical practices of such tech-

nology. It greatly enhances the re-measurement efficiency

as compared with the manual measurement practice, and

is able to reflect the construction and erection accuracy

data on a more real time base.

Figure 9. Vertical erection simulation for towers.

Figure 10. Horizontal construction simulation for conserv-
atory.

Figure 11. Multi-dimensional façade-structure intergration.

Figure 12. As-built scanning.
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4.3. Building material and logistic tracking system

For a typical hybrid type project, the timely and quality

delivery of major construction materials is important for

site planning, which potentially impacts the overall cons-

truction progress and building quality. This becomes

especially critical for those materials whose construction

and installation are in the construction critical path. These

materials include, but not limited, to concrete, steel works,

façade panels, etc. For concrete material, there is always

a risk of over-consolidation due to the exceeding trans-

portation time, which shall be prohibited from the site. As

such, the overall logistics management of a project shall

extend beyond the site border and be through the whole

logistic chain of the major building materials preferably

on a real time base, so that the overall delivery and trans-

portation process can be properly tracked and managed.

A real-time monitoring and tracking system was developed

through on Raffles City Chongqing based on a modern

GPS technology, which allow for a real time planning and

tracking of the procurement and transportation of major

building materials. Fig. 13 shows the typical interface of

such system through a mobile device.

4.4. Quality and safety management system

There is normally large amount of drawings and speci-

fications of various disciples and versions in complex

commercial projects. In many circumstances, linkage

among design, specifications, construction and quality

control is not tight enough to facilitate an accurate and

quality site implementation. In addition, it is normally

time consuming to report on construction defect and recer-

tification measures, which possibly delays the necessary

recertification works before the cover up. Hence, it is

highly beneficial to use the digitalized construction ins-

pection and quality control tool with detailed check-list

on detailed quality control points for each building com-

ponents to streamline and achieve the effectiveness and

efficiency on the process quality and safety control of site

works. With such quality monitoring system in place in

Raffles City Chongqing as shown in Fig. 14, a stringent

and timely follow up on site quality issues is able to be

achieved.

In the meantime, site safety simulation and evacuation

were also conducted at various simulated phases of the

project as shown in Fig. 14. As such safety measures, sig-

nage and training were conducted more specifically for

various regions and various stages of the project per the

different complex site conditions.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the multi-dimensional hybrid design,

engineering and construction of Raffles City Chongqing.

The innovations and the cutting-edge technology used in

this project are also introduced and discussed benchmark-

ing the design and construction of the skyscraper cluster

in a mega city like Chongqing. The following conclusions

is reached:

5.1. Multi-dimensional planning and design

The planning and design of modern integrated develop-

ment project demands a high level of integration of vari-

ous commercial functions, leisure and recreation, various

Figure 13. Building material and logitics tracking system.

Figure 14. Construction quality monitoring.
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ways of transportation to the destination. This require

multi-dimensional planning and design of the project to

accommodate the circulation and functions at multiple

levels around the properties.

5.2. Hybrid engineering system

The engineering design of such project demands the

multiple key functions of load bearing, seismic and wind

proof, and various hazard and risk mitigation. The hybrid

and intrinsic engineering system shall be adopted with the

aid of the modern and numerical engineering analyses

technology. As such, a higher level of efficiency and cost

effectiveness can be achieve.

5.3. Smart construction and logistic management

The proper construction planning and accessibility

management is critical for the construction of such mega

scale project at the city centre of congested spaces. The

scheduling, site planning and material procurement and

transportation shall be carefully crafted with the aid of

modern digital technology. In the meantime, the digital

technology also facilitate the engineer and manager to

conduct a more real time tracking on the performance of

various construction activities. As such, more timely

correction and remediation action can be taken through

the execution of the project.
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